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Liturgy of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish
Rite of Freemasonry: IV to XIV
1877

dr albert g mackey appears as author of this encyclopedia of
freemasonry and its kindred sciences which being a library in inself
superseded most of the masonic works which have been tolerated by the
craft chiefly because none better could be obtained here is a work
which fulfils the hope which sustained the author through ten years
literary labor that under one cover he would furnish every mason who
might consult its pages the means of acquiring a knowledge of all
matters connected with the science the philosophy and the history of
his order up to the present time the modern literature of freemasonry
has been diffuse lumbering unreliable and out of all reasonable
proportions there is in mackey s encyclopaedia of masonry well
digested well arranged and confined within reasonable limits all that
a mason can desire to find in a book exclusively devoted to the
history the arts science and literature of masonry this is volume four
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out of four and covering the letters s to z

Encyclopedia Of Freemasonry And Its Kindred
Sciences, Volume 4: S-Z
2016-10-14

freemasonry was a major cultural and social phenomenon and a key
element of the enlightenment it was to have an international influence
across the globe this primary resource collection charts a key period
in the development of organized freemasonry culminating in the
formation of a single united grand lodge of england the secrecy that
has surrounded freemasonry has made it difficult to access information
and documents about the organization and its adherents in the past
this collection is the result of extensive archival research and
transcription and highlights the most significant themes associated
with freemasonry the documents are drawn from masonic collections
private archives and libraries worldwide the majority of these texts
have never before been republished documents include rituals some
written in code funeral services sermons songs certificates an
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engraved list of lodges letters pamphlets theatrical prologues and
epilogues and articles from newspapers and periodicals this collection
will enable researchers to identify many key masons for the first time
it will be of interest to students of freemasonry the enlightenment
and researchers in eighteenth century studies

The History of Freemasonry
2020-12-29

this work written by one of the legends of freemasonry worldwide
covers a great period of masonic history from its foundation until the
beginning of the 20th century this is considered one of the
fundamental works in the history of freemasonry presented here in its
original 1906 text for better preservation of its essence this is
volume four of a series of six volumes the other volumes in the
collection are also available
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British Freemasonry, 1717-1813 Volume 4
2013-10-24

of the various modes of communicating instruction to the uninformed
the masonic student is particularly interested in two namely the
instruction by legends and that by symbols it is to these two almost
exclusively that he is indebted for all that he knows and for all that
he can know of the philosophic system which is taught in the
institution all its mysteries and its dogmas which constitute its
philosophy are intrusted for communication to the neophyte sometimes
to one sometimes to the other of these two methods of instruction and
sometimes to both of them combined the freemason has no way of
reaching any of the esoteric teachings of the order except through the
medium of a legend or a symbol contents preface i preliminary ii the
noachidæ iii the primitive freemasonry of antiquity iv the spurious
freemasonry of antiquity v the ancient mysteries vi the dionysiac
artificers vii the union of speculative and operative masonry at the
temple of solomon viii the travelling freemasons of the middle ages ix
disseverance of the operative element x the system of symbolic
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instuction xi the speculative science and the operative art xii he
symbolism of solomon s temple xiii the form of the lodge xiv the
officers of a lodge xv the point within a circle xvi the covering of
the lodge xvii ritualistic symbolism xviii the rite of discalceation
xix the rite of investiture xx the symbolism of the gloves xxi the
rite of circumambulation xxii the rite of intrusting and the symbolism
of light xxiii symbolism of the corner stone xxiv the ineffable name
xxv the legends of freemasonry xxvi the legend of the winding stairs
xxvii the legend of the third degree xxviii the sprig of acacia xxix
the symbolism of labor xxx the stone of foundation 216 xxxi

The History of Freemasonry Vol IV
2018

for the historian of early english freemasonry lodge iv is the most
interesting and important masonic lodge of all now called the royal
somerset house and inverness lodge no iv it was first known as the
lodge that met at the rummer and grapes tavern channel row westminster
and then from sometime before 1723 as the lodge that met at the horn
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tavern in new palace yard westminster it was one of the so called four
old lodges whose members met at the goose and gridiron tavern in 1716
and agreed to form a grand lodge an event which took place on 24th
june 1717 unlike the other three old lodges which were essentially
lodges of operative masons 1 lodge iv the most recently founded of the
four was composed of a new breed of speculative masons to use the
contemporary terms gentleman masons or new masons the most influential
members of the new grand lodge were all members of lodge iv

The Symbolism of Freemasonry (Annotated
Edition)
2013-10-24

this treatise on the constitutional laws usages and landmarks of
freemasonry is doubtless one of the most important and invaluable
works in a freemasonic library contents preface introduction the
authorities for masonic law book first the law of grand lodges chapter
i historical sketch chapter ii of the mode of organizing grand lodges
chapter iii of the members of a grand lodge chapter iv of the officers
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of a grand lodge chapter v of the powers and prerogatives of a grand
lodge book second laws of subordinate lodges chapter i of the nature
and organization of subordinate lodges chapter ii of lodges under
dispensation chapter iii of lodges working under a warrant of
constitution chapter iv of the officers of a subordinate lodge chapter
v of rules of order book third the law of individuals chapter i of the
qualifications of candidates chapter ii of the rights of entered
apprentices chapter iii of the rights of fellow crafts chapter iv of
the rights of master masons chapter v of the rights of past masters
chapter vi of affiliation chapter vii of demitting chapter viii of
unaffiliated masons book fourth of masonic crimes and punishments
chapter i of what are masonic crimes chapter ii of masonic punishments
chapter iii of masonic trials chapter iv of the penal jurisdiction of
a lodge chapter v of appeals chapter vi of restoration

The Earliest Members of Lodge IV
2013

this is volume two of one of the most interesting and profound
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historical works about freemasonry it is a very rare book and
published as ebook exclusively as a bonus this edition includes a very
detailed essay about freemasonry and its origins written by hermann
gruber contents freemasonry its origin and history i name and
definition ii origin and early history iii fundamental principles and
spirit iv propagation and evolution of masonry v organization and
statistics the secret tradition in freemasonry volume 2 book v of
alchemy in masonry i the root matter of the alleged hermetic
connection ii the school of alchemy an excursus iii masonic systems of
alchemical degrees and firstly the hermetic rite of abbé pernety iv
masonic systems of alchemical degrees and secondly the hermetic rite
of baron tschoudy v masonic systems of alchemical degrees and thirdly
the rite of mizraim vi masonic systems of alchemical degrees and
fourthly the hermetic elements in the oriental order of memphis vii
les archives mitho hermétiques book vi of magical and kabalistical
degrees i the horizon of ceremonial magic ii of certain isolated
systems claiming derivation from magical and kabalistical sources or
working their particular mysteries and of the rite of schroeder iii
the masonic rite of schroeppfer iv the egyptian masonry of cagliostro
v the rite of martines de pasqually vi the school of martinism vii the
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grades of kabalism book vii of the mysteries on their mystical side
and of this subject in relation to masonry i of rosicrucianism in its
connection with masonry ii of masonic rosicrucian developments iii
concerning grades of new religion and of swedenborgian masonry iv a
hidden rite of interpretation v reflections from high grade masonry to
modern occult research vi a preliminary excursus concerning the divine
quest vii intimations of the term of research viii of a rite within
masonry ix last words on the mystery of building appendices i a
supplementary list of grades incorporated and detached including brief
descriptions ii notes on the recurrence of grades in the various rites
iii critical annotations on the text volume the first volume the
second iv the latin church and freemasonry v the full page portraits

The Principles of Masonic Law (Annotated
Edition)
2016-12-27

the royal arch of enoch documents a previously undiscovered historical
anomaly how a high degree masonic ritual incorporated elements of the
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lost book of enoch prior to the books official discovery in the west
in 1773

The Secret Tradition In Freemasonry, Volume 2
(Annotated Edition)
2018-08-24

albert pike 33 sovereign grand commander 1859 91 the liturgy is the
manual or monitor of the scottish rite degrees of freemasonry each
chapter of this book includes a depiction of the degree s regalia as
well as a description of the lodge chapter or council with its
furniture decorations the officers titles etc needed to confer the
scottish rite degrees this volume covers the rituals and symbolism of
the 4th through 14th degrees which comprise the lodge of perfection of
the scottish rite which comprise the blue house it includes extracts
from the rituals and ceremonies as well as the lectures for the
degrees and an explanation in full of the symbolism on display for the
newly made and longtime mason alike
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The Royal Arch of Enoch
2013

this is volume one of one of the most interesting and profound
historical works about freemasonry it is a very rare book and
published as ebook exclusively as a bonus this edition includes a very
detailed essay about freemasonry and its origins written by hermann
gruber contents prolegomena preface introduction book i fundamental
relations of the craft and the high grades i the horizon of the craft
grades and the tradition therein ii the mystery of building in israel
iii the experiment of the high grades and the claims implied therein
iv the chief rites and their systems book ii development of the high
grade in respect of the ancient alliance i of grades antecedent to the
symbolic time of the third degree ii of grades subsequent to the
symbolic time of the craft degrees iii the second house of doctrine
and the grades belonging thereto book iii of the new alliance in
freemasonry i of christian symbolism in connection with temple
building ii the grades of st andrew iii the grade of rose croix and
its variations book iv the masonic orders of chivalry i the putative
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rite of ramsay ii the theory of the strict observance iii grades of
chivalry incorporated by the chapter of clermont iv the council of
emperors of the east and west and of the grades of chivalry in this
system v the masonic order of the temple vi the charter of larmenius
vii the knights beneficent of the holy city of jerusalem viii
additional grades of chivalry in the ancient and accepted scottish
rite ix lesser and independent grades x the royal order of scotland xi
conclusion on masonic chivalry

LITURGY of the ANCIENT and ACCEPTED SCOTTISH
RITE of FREEMASONRY, [Annotated and
Illustrated]
2020-02-18

two masonic authors examine quotations from a number of william
shakespeare s plays in which the bard appears to leave clues familiar
to members of a certain fraternity
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The Secret Tradition In Freemasonry, Volume 1
(Annotated Edition)
2016-12-08

freemasonry was a major cultural and social phenomenon and a key
element of the enlightenment it was to have an international influence
across the globe this primary resource collection charts a key period
in the development of organized freemasonry culminating in the
formation of a single united grand lodge of england the secrecy that
has surrounded freemasonry has made it difficult to access information
and documents about the organization and its adherents in the past
this collection is the result of extensive archival research and
transcription and highlights the most significant themes associated
with freemasonry the documents are drawn from masonic collections
private archives and libraries worldwide the majority of these texts
have never before been republished documents include rituals some
written in code funeral services sermons songs certificates an
engraved list of lodges letters pamphlets theatrical prologues and
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epilogues and articles from newspapers and periodicals this collection
will enable researchers to identify many key masons for the first time
it will be of interest to students of freemasonry the enlightenment
and researchers in eighteenth century studies includes more than 550
texts many texts are published here by special arrangement with the
library and museum of freemasonry london contains over 260 pages of
newly transcribed manuscript material documents are organized
thematically full editorial apparatus including general introduction
volume introductions headnotes and explanatory endnotes a consolidated
index appears in the final volume

Masonic Symbolism in Shakespeare: Foundations
of Freemasonry Series
1976-04-12

an elegantly illustrated handbook of freemasonic ritual explained and
interpreted by copious notes and numerous engravings duncan s masonic
ritual and monitor will be a cherished possession of any mason who
receives it this scarce antiquarian book is a facsimile reprint of the
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original because of this work s cultural significance we have made it
available as part of our commitment for protecting preserving and
promoting a high quality modern edition that is true to the original
work retaining all the traditional charm of mckay s standard edition
this volume includes both the guide to the three symbolic degrees of
the ancient york rite and to the degree of mark master past master
most excellent master and the royal arch as written by malcolm c
duncan

British Freemasonry, 1717-1813
2016-10-14

freemasonry was a major cultural and social phenomenon and a key
element of the enlightenment it was to have an international influence
across the globe this primary resource collection charts a key period
in the development of organized freemasonry culminating in the
formation of a single united grand lodge of england the secrecy that
has surrounded freemasonry has made it difficult to access information
and documents about the organization and its adherents in the past
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this collection is the result of extensive archival research and
transcription and highlights the most significant themes associated
with freemasonry the documents are drawn from masonic collections
private archives and libraries worldwide the majority of these texts
have never before been republished documents include rituals some
written in code funeral services sermons songs certificates an
engraved list of lodges letters pamphlets theatrical prologues and
epilogues and articles from newspapers and periodicals this collection
will enable researchers to identify many key masons for the first time
it will be of interest to students of freemasonry the enlightenment
and researchers in eighteenth century studies

Duncan's Ritual of Freemasonry
2013-10-24

this book is a collection of twelve lectures on ancient sources of
freemasonry as stressed by the archaeological school contents
introduction i freemasonry the bridge of history uniting the past with
the present ii the soul of masonry iii out of the silence iv the
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divine name v 1717 to 1917 the second century of modern masonry vi
some subjects suggested for study vii origins of freemasonry viii
freemasonry past and future ix the origin and explanation of some
masonic signs and symbols xi some proofs that freemasonry is part of
the eschatology of the ancient egyptians xii the four cardinal points
xiii operative masons the arcana of freemasonry application form the
worshipful society of the free masons of the city of york and division
operative masonry final chapter

British Freemasonry, 1717-1813 Volume 5
2011-11

the history of freemasonry its legends and traditions its
chronological history by albert gallatin mackey m d 33 volume 4 of 7
so comprehensive a title as the one selected for the present work
would be a vain assumption if the author s object was not really to
embrace in a series of studies the whole cycle of masonic history and
science anything short of this would not entitle the work to be called
the history of freemasonry freemasonry as a society of long standing
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has of course its history and the age of the institution has
necessarily led to the mixing in this history of authentic facts and
of mere traditions or legends we are thus led in the very beginning of
our labors to divide our historical studies into two classes the one
embraces the legendary history of freemasonry and the other its
authentic annals the legendary history of freemasonry will constitute
the subject of the first of the five parts into which this work is
divided it embraces all that narrative of the rise and progress of the
institution which beginning with the connection with it of the
antediluvian patriarchs ends in ascribing its modern condition to the
patronage of prince edwin and the assembly at york this narrative
which in the i5th and up to the end of the i7th century claimed and
received the implicit faith of the craft which in the i8th century was
repeated and emendated by the leading writers of the institution and
which even in the 19th century has had its advocates among the learned
and its credence among the unlearned of the craft has only recently
and by a new school been placed in its true position of an apocryphal
story and yet though apocryphal this traditionary story of freemasonry
which has been called the legend of the craft or by some the legend of
the guild is not to be rejected as an idle fable on the contrary the
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object of the present work has been to show that these masonic legends
contain the germs of an historical mingled often with a symbolic idea
and that divested of certain evanescences in the shape of anachronisms
or of unauthenticated statements these masonic legends often nay
almost always present in their simple form a true philosophic spirit

The Arcana Of Freemasonry
2018-12-29

everyone that doeth evil hateth the light neither cometh to the light
lest his deeds should be reproved but he that doeth the truth cometh
to the light that his deeds may be made manifest since they have been
wrought in god john 3 20 21 kjv who is a liar but he that denieth that
jesus is the christ he is the antichrist that denieth the father and
the son whosoever denieth the son the same hath neither the father he
that acknowledgeth the son hath the father also 1 john 2 22 23 kjv
this work provides a look into the mysterious world of freemasonry
from an eastern orthodox perspective it includes apostolos makrakis s
refutations on freemasonry which was one of the earliest critiques of
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the secret societies of the masons from an orthodox perspective in the
nineteenth century the book also provides additional statements and
announcements from various bishops and priests from the greek and
russian orthodox churches dating from the late 1890s to the 1950s the
following topics are discussed 1 the nature of the god of the
christians as the holy trinity compared to the freemasonry s
monotheistic god called the great architect of the universe 2 the
oaths and initiation symbols of freemasonry offering allegiance to the
great architect3 the history and secrecy of freemasonry 4 is it
possible to be be both a practicing freemason and faithful orthodox
christian 5 the light of christ on the world compared and contrasted
to the enlightenment offered by freemasonry6 scriptural evidence to
counter and debunk many of the claims offered by freemasons7 orthodox
encyclicals and statements by the greek and russian orthodox church
bishops on the dangers of freemasonrythus freemasonry known by the
masonic diploma offers one of the most extensive commentaries on the
subject of freemasonry for orthodox christians looking to find clear
and concise eastern orthodox perspectives on the society of the
freemasons
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The History of Freemasonry Volume 4
2022-03-02

freemasonry was a major cultural and social phenomenon and a key
element of the enlightenment it was to have an international influence
across the globe this primary resource collection charts a key period
in the development of organized freemasonry culminating in the
formation of a single united grand lodge of england the secrecy that
has surrounded freemasonry has made it difficult to access information
and documents about the organization and its adherents in the past
this collection is the result of extensive archival research and
transcription and highlights the most significant themes associated
with freemasonry the documents are drawn from masonic collections
private archives and libraries worldwide the majority of these texts
have never before been republished documents include rituals some
written in code funeral services sermons songs certificates an
engraved list of lodges letters pamphlets theatrical prologues and
epilogues and articles from newspapers and periodicals this collection
will enable researchers to identify many key masons for the first time
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it will be of interest to students of freemasonry the enlightenment
and researchers in eighteenth century studies

Freemasonry Known by the Masonic Diploma
2016-10-26

freemasonry was a major cultural and social phenomenon and a key
element of the enlightenment it was to have an international influence
across the globe this primary resource collection charts a key period
in the development of organized freemasonry culminating in the
formation of a single united grand lodge of england the secrecy that
has surrounded freemasonry has made it difficult to access information
and documents about the organization and its adherents in the past
this collection is the result of extensive archival research and
transcription and highlights the most significant themes associated
with freemasonry the documents are drawn from masonic collections
private archives and libraries worldwide the majority of these texts
have never before been republished documents include rituals some
written in code funeral services sermons songs certificates an
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engraved list of lodges letters pamphlets theatrical prologues and
epilogues and articles from newspapers and periodicals this collection
will enable researchers to identify many key masons for the first time
it will be of interest to students of freemasonry the enlightenment
and researchers in eighteenth century studies

The Symbolism of Freemasonry
2016-10-14

2013 reprint of 1946 fifth edition full facsimile of the original
edition not reproduced with optical recognition software mr hall
himself an honorary 33x mason reveals the profounder aspects of this
ancient fraternity which has been a source of inspiration to so many
individuals through the centuries the basic symbolism of the three
degrees of the blue lodge is explained the text can be read with
profit by both new and old masons for within its pages lies an
interpretation of masonic symbolism which supplements the monitorial
instruction usually given in the lodges the leading masonic scholars
of all times have agreed that the symbols of the fraternity are
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susceptible of the most profound interpretation and thus reveal to the
truly initiated certain secrets concerning the spiritual realities of
life freemasonry is therefore more than a mere social organization a
few centuries old and can be regarded as a perpetuation of the
philosophical mysteries and initiations of the ancients this is in
keeping with the inner tradition of the craft a heritage from pre
revival days the present volume will appeal to the thoughtful mason as
an inspiring work for it satisfies the yearning for further light and
leads the initiate to that sanctum sanctorum where the mysteries are
revealed the book is a contribution to masonic idealism revealing the
profounder aspects of our ancient and gentle fraternity those unique
and distinctive features which have proved a constant inspiration
through the centuries chapters include chapter i the eternal quest
chapter ii the candidate chapter iii the entered apprentice chapter iv
the fellow craft chapter v the master mason chapter vi the
qualifications of a true mason epilogue
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British Freemasonry, 1717-1813 Volume 1
2013-07

in few words i wish to state what are my reasons for writing this book
1 i wish if possible to arrest the spread of this great evil by giving
the public at least so much information upon this subject as to induce
them to examine and understand the true character and tendency of the
institution 2 i wish if possible to arouse the young men who are
freemasons to consider the inevitable consequences of such a horrible
trifling with the most solemn oaths as is constantly practiced by
freemasons such a course must and does as a matter of fact grieve the
holy spirit sear the conscience and harden the heart 3 i wish to
induce the young men who are not freemasons to look before they leap
and not be deceived and committed as thousands have been before they
were at all aware of the true nature of the institution of freemasonry
4 i with the many have been remiss in suffering a new generation to
grow up in ignorance of the character of freemasonry as it was fully
revealed to us who are now old we have greatly erred in not preserving
and handing down to the rising generation the literature upon this
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subject with which we were made familiar forty years ago for one i
must not continue this remissness 5 because i know that nothing but
correct information is wanting to banish this institution from
wholesome society this has been abundantly proven as soon as
freemasons saw that their secrets were made public they abandoned
their lodges for very shame with such oaths upon their souls they
could not face the frown of an indignant public already aware of their
true position 6 freemasons exhort each other to maintain a dignified
silence and are exhorted not to enter into controversy with opposers
of freemasonry the reasons are obvious to those who are informed we
know why they are silent if they are so and why they will not enter
the field of controversy and attempt to justify their institution let
anyone examine the question and he will see why they make no attempt
to justify freemasonry as it is revealed in the books from which i
have quoted i greatly desire to have the public and especially the
church of christ understand what freemasonry is then let them act as
duty requires 7 should i be asked why i have not spoken out upon this
subject before i reply that until the question was sprung upon us in
this place a year ago i was not at all aware that freemasonry had been
disinterred and was alive and stalking abroad over the face of the
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whole land 8 this book contains the numbers published in the
independent last year these are revised enlarged and rearranged to
these are added eight numbers not heretofore published 9 i have said
in the body of the work and say also in this preface that i have no
pecuniary intent in the sale of this work i have not written for money
nor for fame i shall get neither for my pains i desire only to do good
charles finney get more books at revivalpress net

British Freemasonry, 1717-1813 Volume 3
2016-08-01

freemasonry was a major cultural and social phenomenon and a key
element of the enlightenment it was to have an international influence
across the globe this primary resource collection charts a key period
in the development of organized freemasonry culminating in the
formation of a single united grand lodge of england the secrecy that
has surrounded freemasonry has made it difficult to access information
and documents about the organization and its adherents in the past
this collection is the result of extensive archival research and
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transcription and highlights the most significant themes associated
with freemasonry the documents are drawn from masonic collections
private archives and libraries worldwide the majority of these texts
have never before been republished documents include rituals some
written in code funeral services sermons songs certificates an
engraved list of lodges letters pamphlets theatrical prologues and
epilogues and articles from newspapers and periodicals this collection
will enable researchers to identify many key masons for the first time
it will be of interest to students of freemasonry the enlightenment
and researchers in eighteenth century studies

The Lost Keys of Freemasonry
2016-10-14

this pocket sized book is aimed at lodge mentors and both new and
established members new members are full of questions about
freemasonry and are sometimes afraid to ask established members thus
turning to the internet to be confronted by an array of websites some
filled with misinformation this book gives the opportunity to answer
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those questions and would be perfect for mentors in lodges on both
sides of the atlantic the pocket book includes an easy to understand
guide to freemasonry an all questions answered approach providing a
brief history of freemasonry and a quick guide to masonic ritual all
in a question and answers section with a full index covering the roles
of the officers the festive board toasting and an examination of all
the current english masonic rituals emulation bottomley nigerian the
bristol york and hull working effectively the handbook is an easy to
understand beginners guide a why how and when of craft freemasonry

The Character Claims and Practical Workings of
Freemasonry
2013-11

mr hall himself an honorary 33x mason reveals the profounder aspects
of this ancient fraternity which has been a source of inspiration to
so many individuals through the centuries the basic symbolism of the
three degrees of the blue lodge is explained the text can be read with
profit by both new and old masons for within its pages lies an
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interpretation of masonic symbolism which supplements the monitorial
instruction usually given in the lodges the leading masonic scholars
of all times have agreed that the symbols of the fraternity are
susceptible of the most profound interpretation and thus reveal to the
truly initiated certain secrets concerning the spiritual realities of
life freemasonry is therefore more than a mere social organization a
few centuries old and can be regarded as a perpetuation of the
philosophical mysteries and initiations of the ancients this is in
keeping with the inner tradition of the craft a heritage from pre
revival days the present volume will appeal to the thoughtful mason as
an inspiring work for it satisfies the yearning for further light and
leads the initiate to that sanctum sanctorum where the mysteries are
revealed the book is a contribution to masonic idealism revealing the
profounder aspects of our ancient and gentle fraternity those unique
and distinctive features which have proved a constant inspiration
through the centuries chapters include chapter i the eternal quest
chapter ii the candidate chapter iii the entered apprentice chapter iv
the fellow craft chapter v the master mason chapter vi the
qualifications of a true mason epilogue
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British Freemasonry, 1717-1813 Volume 2
1857

the adventures continue in volume iv with brother big john deacon a
larger than life texas freemason and past master he towers at 6 feet 7
inches tall and weighs in at 275 pounds people seem to always notice
him in his black alligator boots and 7x stetson silverbelly cowboy hat
he commands attention when he walks into a room with his plain spoken
and exuberant personality brother chris williams met him several years
ago when brother deacon s large black f 350 pick up truck needed
repairs brother williams has authentically captured big john s gruff
but gentle cowboy charm and values which his masonic membership
reinforces the story of their friendship and adventures is appealing
and memorable readers may also be familiar with the old tyler s talks
by carl h claudy which first appeared in 1921 in many ways the john
deacon series is a contemporary version of them within the pages of
each book there is a pearl of folksy wisdom that is timeless brother
deacon is a mix of walking and mechanical disasters and knowledge born
of passion and profound reflections on freemasonry and today s lodge
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challenges the john deacon book series will have readers laughing
crying and more importantly reflecting on freemasonry

A Quick Guide to Freemasonry
2022-02-14

the network of freemasons and masonic lodges in the middle east is an
opaque and mysterious one and is all too often seen within the area as
a vanguard for western purposes of regional domination but here
dorothe sommer explains how freemasonry in greater syria at the end of
the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century actually
developed a life of its own promoting local and regional identities
she stresses that during the rule of the ottoman empire freemasonry
was actually one of the first institutions in what is now syria and
lebanon which overcame religious and sectarian divisions indeed the
lodges attracted more participants such as the members of the trad and
yaziji family khaireddeen abdulwahab hassan bayhum alexander barroudi
and jurji yanni than any other society or fraternity bloomsbury
publishing
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The Origin of Freemasonry
2012

2013 reprint of 1946 fifth edition full facsimile of the original
edition not reproduced with optical recognition software mr hall
himself an honorary 33x mason reveals the profounder aspects of this
ancient fraternity which has been a source of inspiration to so many
individuals through the centuries the basic symbolism of the three
degrees of the blue lodge is explained the text can be read with
profit by both new and old masons for within its pages lies an
interpretation of masonic symbolism which supplements the monitorial
instruction usually given in the lodges the leading masonic scholars
of all times have agreed that the symbols of the fraternity are
susceptible of the most profound interpretation and thus reveal to the
truly initiated certain secrets concerning the spiritual realities of
life freemasonry is therefore more than a mere social organization a
few centuries old and can be regarded as a perpetuation of the
philosophical mysteries and initiations of the ancients this is in
keeping with the inner tradition of the craft a heritage from pre
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revival days the present volume will appeal to the thoughtful mason as
an inspiring work for it satisfies the yearning for further light and
leads the initiate to that sanctum sanctorum where the mysteries are
revealed the book is a contribution to masonic idealism revealing the
profounder aspects of our ancient and gentle fraternity those unique
and distinctive features which have proved a constant inspiration
through the centuries chapters include chapter i the eternal quest
chapter ii the candidate chapter iii the entered apprentice chapter iv
the fellow craft chapter v the master mason chapter vi the
qualifications of a true mason epilogue

Order Out Of Chaos:The Landmarks Of Freemasonry
1961

freemasonry had a major influence on politics and literature in
eighteenth century britain but many historical accounts have been
limited by an overly anglo centric focus which omitted the importance
of scotland ireland wales and europe in its development the persistent
conventional wisdom that the fraternity was non political ignored the
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intense jacobite hanoverian and tory whig rivalries that continued
from the 1690s the assumption that freemasonry generally espoused a
rationalistic enlightenment agenda omits the hermetic cabalistic and
chivalric themes that infused the Écossais scottish french higher
degrees which expanded rapidly in europe and eventually in britain
itself these rivalries and polarizations were reflected in the tory
jacobite writings of jonathan swift alexander pope moses mendes eliza
haywood chevalier ramsay and many others while whig hanoverian authors
such as daniel defoe jean theophilus desaguliers orator henley and
henry fielding supported the loyalist agenda of the grand lodge of
england by providing a detailed chronological account of these
developments this book fills many gaps in eighteenth century masonic
history marsha keith schuchard ph d has written extensively on
eighteenth century cabalistic and illuminist freemasonry and its
influence on swift ramsay swedenborg and blake she lives in atlanta
georgia table of content introduction chapter 1 the ruined temple and
the flight of knights 1685 1691 chapter 2 freemasons rosicrucians and
radical clubs 1691 1703 chapter 3 jacobites williamites and disputed
architectural traditions 1695 1703 chapter 4 judaized scots jacobite
jews and the problem of false brothers 1702 1712 chapter 5 building
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castles in the air at home and abroad 1710 1716 chapter 6 the swedish
jacobite plot and the grand lodge of london 1716 1719 chapter 7
scottish swedish masonic traditions and english innovations 1719 1722
chapter 8 atterbury wharton and combinations of workmen 1722 1723
chapter 9 chinese and cabalistic threats to the grand lodge 1723 1724
chapter 10 masonic rivalries and international ramifications 1725 1726
chapter 11 a new king yet old corruption 1727 1730 chapter 12
international expansion of chivalric masonry 1730 1732 chapter 13
masonic politics and a babel of religions 1732 1733 chapter 14
outbreaks of hyp at home and abroad 1734 chapter 15 riots in britain
wars in europe charges of masonic conspiracy 1735 1736 chapter 16
rival claimants to the higher order and ancient footing 1737 chapter
17 two young pretenders to the british throne 1738 1739 chapter 18
masonic cabalists and the opposition cabal 1740 1742 chapter 19 mock
masons royal arch rebels and invasion fears 1743 1744 chapter 20
rebuilding the temple in the north 1745 chapter 21 early jacobite
victories apparent hanoverian triumph 1745 1746 chapter 22 rival grand
masters beheadings and boastings 1746 1748 chapter 23 disappearance of
one young pretender emergence of the other 1748 1750 epilogue schisms
antients versus moderns royalists versus republicans nationalists
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versusimperialists 1751 1788 abbreviations bibliography index

Lost Keys of Freemasonry
2021-09-08

dr albert g mackey also the author of the lexicon of freemasonry
appears as author of this encyclopedia of freemasonry and its kindred
sciences which being a library in inself superseded most of the
masonic works which have been tolerated by the craft chiefly because
none better could be obtained here in one giant volume is a work which
fulfils the hope which sustained the author through ten years literary
labor that under one cover he would furnish every mason who might
consult its pages the means of acquiring a knowledge of all matters
connected with the science the philosophy and the history of his order
for more than thirty years dr mackey has devoted earnest and constant
study and research to the history the objects and the condition of
masonry in the present work the crowning and successful result of a
life s labors he has received no assistance from any one he says every
article was written by myself and he adds which would extenuate errors
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had he fallen into any for twelve months too of the time occupied upon
this work i suffered from an affection of the sight which forbade all
use of the eyes for purposes of study during that time now happily
passed all authorities were consulted by the willing eyes of my
daughters all writing was done by their hands i realized for a time
the picture so often painted of the blind bard dictating his sublime
verses to his daughters and his preface closes with the words were i
to dedicate this work at all my dedication should be to filial
affection up to the present time the modern literature of freemasonry
has been diffuse lumbering unreliable and out of all reasonable
proportions

The Earliest Members of Lodge IV
2015
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10 000 [Ten Thousand] Famous Freemasons
1869

The Profound Philosophical Pontifications of
Big John Deacon: Freemason Extraordinaire
Volume IV
2014-02

Freemasonry in the Ottoman Empire
2018-05-17
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The Freemason and Masonic Illustrated. A Weekly
Record of Progress in Freemasonry
1882

The Lost Keys of Freemasonry
1896

Masonic Rivalries and Literary Politics
1887

The history of freemasonry
2013-10-24
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History of freemasonry in Norfolk, 1724 to 1895

The History of Freemasonry

Encyclopedia Of Freemasonry
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